
Understanding Summaries
Getting to the main idea



What’s a summary?
It’s hard.

Need two thinking and writing skills.

- Find the main idea
- Organize information so that the 

main idea is explained

it’s short

talks about the main idea

Includes information (e.g. examples) that makes the 
main idea easy to understand

excludes unnecessary information

uses your words, though keywords from the original 
story are okay



Why practice summary writing?
Develop skills that can be used in school and at work:

● Evaluate: separate the important from unimportant
● Organize: create text with a logical order (it’s like a puzzle)
● Vocabulary: expand word knowledge
● Clarity: clear writing about one topic



How to start?
Step 1 Focus
Describe main idea in a sentence. Be specific.

How find the main idea? Ask questions, like 
these:

● What is the story’s purpose?
● What is the message?
● What is the thesis?

To start, use sentence patterns like these:

The Stranger by Albert Camus is a story about a 
man who asks the question, does life have any 
meaning? In the end, the answer is no.

Does life life any meaning? That’s the question 
asked by Albert Camus in his novel The Stranger.

The video story called Mementos is about failure 
and forgiveness.



How to start?
Step 2 Analyze
Divide main idea into small parts. 

For each part, write 1 to 3 sentences.

Ask questions like:

● What are the reasons?
● Who are the characters?
● What is the setting?

Seeing what’s important, and what’s not.

That’s a skill that can be learned over time with 
practice



How to start?
Step 3 Conclude
A sentence or two to describe the 
ending.

Step 4 Tighten
Edit your text.

Remove unnecessary words or details. 

One final point.

A summary is not just sentences put together 
in a paragraph. 

It has a beginning, middle and end. 

It is a story about a story.



What’s next?
Two summary writing assignments
1. Read a short passage and write a summary.
2. Watch a video. Write a summary about the story and include your own response to the 

main idea.


